Spaceit

Turnkey software solution for small satellite operations
Mission Control System
Kitchen
Kitchen
Spaceit

Mission Control System as cloud based service
Ground station networks
Telemetry

- Raw data
- Calibration
- Timeseries
- Synthetic parameters
- Limit checking
- Alerting
- Ad-hoc analysis
Telecommanding

- Templating
- Scheduling
- Queue management
- Authorization
- Audit log
Binary data exchange

- Firmware updates
- Payload download and delivery
- Log file management
Advanced services

- Automation
- Integration
- Artificial Intelligence
Team
Company

- Founded in 2015
- Horizon 2020 SME Instrument
- ESA BIC Estonia
- Partners and clients
2018

- First client
- In Orbit Validation
- Horizon 2020 SME Instrument phase 2
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